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ok so here is the problem, in my search for the perfect INPA and Ediabas replacement i
have downloaded some apps to see which would be best for me to use. However i am
having a problem with the USB to serial converter and the plug and play..i am using a
ttyUSB and a windows 7 64bit PC Here is my top list of compatible applications for any 1
and only one ( if you know how to do it all but not me ), you can select your model and
tool from the list and it will setup everything for you. SDC with the alib module, the INPA
and Ediabas cdemos and the INPA the VIOS dialog program IS needed as i know its
different but not sure about the other ones.i just put a check but do your own homework
and maybe try it out untill you become more familiar with this software. Note: most of
these tools are free to download There is alot of stuff that i would like to do but dont
know how to do it without something like this system.You can learn alot from looking at
and know how everything is done and you can see what the other programs do, but that
doesnt really teach you how to do it.And here is a list of recommended programs to
learn all the ways of doing things, probably all you need to get familiar with in PA and
INPA. Any good link for learning VCP, mini panel, screen/shutdown/sleep/standby and all
that? Do you have video on how to set it all up? i have also got a thread going for any
one who wants to help put this together.we have all the drivers needed for ediabas and
inpa here plus i will make links to it all together on a software blog.my website is up and
running and already has more information on your BMW especially the sss
chatroom.now inpa is my focus and thanks to you all who want to help out, i already
learned alot and feel like i know more about this for sure.i have made a wiki page for my
users page as well as i have made a users board in my software page.
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You can now test and check all the settings including the ranges, engine range, climate
and other such things that the INPA has, you can also check the engine parameters.

Then you can go through all your options and set the basic things like the screen
settings, radio setting and other such things. You can also install the recom unit which
will use a tablet pc and send all the data into a pc and you can print it all out. The cost

for this unit is $89 so does not include the INPA software but does include the 8 pin
connector but you can also use the single 8 pin plug INPA port and connect the recom
without using the 8 pin connector. The recom unit will be covering up your turn signals
and numberplate lights. (Cost - $80) while in the software i highly recommend you not

use the "Send all the data" function because i have found it to be very slow and it can be
very frustrating because it will connect then say busy all the time, i have noticed that if i

just leave the "send all the data" function in the software and i dont use the back and
forward buttons in the software the next time i connect it downloads like 30 frames and
then it will say busy for like 10 minutes and then it is done I have the USB interface in a

BMW 2003 E36 and it works fine using FW V2.00-3.01 I just bought the 6.4.7 new version
of INPA and I updated to the latest version. But since the FW is already on the interface.
I saw the 6.4.7 update and I have looked up the problem only to find out that there was
nothing wrong with my setup, so I re-installed the FW and the Progman software. I went
to the DSM section and selected the new FW version and allowed my self to download it
for my connection. I was attempting to use the software but do not know if its selecting

the correct interface? Because when I select the interface it only shows the Fritz
CANBUS interface and I have no idea if I have the wrong FW version or if I should try

another interface or is this normal. Can someone help me please? It is important that I
be able to communicate and operate the car because its my brother-in-law and he does
not know anything about the car except the basics. My friend knows nothing about the

car except the basics. So he needs INPA and he needs Progman which is very user-
friendly. Of course I am getting jealous but I know he is very tired because he is a very
busy and only works part time. Thanks. I have contacted the manufacturer and they
have told me to use the INPA Diagnostic software. Thats when I showed him the INPA

Diagnostic and he needs something to operate the car. So he needs Progman and
because he is busy and very tired and his brother-in-law wont be here until the

weekend, he doesnt want to leave it until then and I am afraid I will not be able to get it
working. So we really need to get it working as soon as possible. Thanks for the help.
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